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ABSTRACT

We develop a simplified oxygen discharge model corresponding to our large area plasma source

(LAPS) geometry. For a given gas pressure and absorbed power, we solve the particle and energy

balance equations with proper boundary conditions in two dimensions in order to determine the

electron temperature, ion and oxygen atom density profiles, and their fluxes to the substrate holder.

With the incorporation of an electron-neutral particle ionization term into the diffusion equation, we

investigate the effect of the ionization near the plasma edge on the plasma density profiles. We find

that, with increasing gas pressure, the plasma density profile becomes steeper in the middle and flatter

atthe metal chamber wall, and the ionization zone is limited to smaller annular regions surrounding the

antenna quartz tubes. For the fluxes, we find that, with increasing pressure, the flux of oxygen atoms

lost to thesubstrate holder increases whereas that ofoxygen ions incident onit decreases.



1. Introduction

In a previous letter, we reported on the first operation ofan inductively coupled large area plasma
source (LAPS) driven by a 13.56 MHz traveling wave with oxygen gas.^^ We plan to do some
photoresist etching experiments on the LAPS with an oxygen plasma. In the etch processes, ion and O-
atom fluxes at the substrate sur&ce are crucial variables. These fluxes must be found using an oxygen
discharge model which accounts for the generation ofboth etchant atoms (O atoms) and bombarding
ions.

We describe a simplified oxygen discharge model corresponding to the LAPS in a simplified two-
dimensional geometry. For a given gas pressure and absorbed power, we solve the particle and energy
balance equations with proper boundary conditions in order to determine the electron temperature, ion
andoxygenatomdensity profiles, and their fluxes to the substrate holder.

2. Model formulation

Our oxygen discharge model is based on the particle and energy balance in the discharge. The

ionized particles generated in the plasma as well as the associated energy input must be equal to the
particle and energy losses in the volume and through particle difiusion to the reactor walls.^^ A finite

element analysis is performed in two dimensions for the LAPS chamber. Due to symmetry of the
chamber, only one quarter (x:30 cmxy:10 cmxz:35 cm) of the chamber is included in the analysis

(Fig. 1).

Assumptions ofour model are listed below.

(1) Steadystate is assumed.

(2) For simplicity, we ignore negative ions. We thus take n= m= n®, where n isthe plasma density, ni is

the positive ion density, and rie is the electron density.

(3) We take into account thefollowing two reactions for the ionization and dissociation processes.^*^^

O2 +e ^ O2* +2e Kiz =9.0x10*^°(Te)^exp(-12.6/Te) (cm^s^^) (2.1)
O2 + e ^ O+O+e Kdi„ =4.2 X10-^exp(-5.6/Te) (cm^s ^) (2.2)

where Kiz is the ionization rate constant, is the dissociation rate constant, and Te is the electron

temperature.

(4) The ionloss velocity is theBohm velocity ub - (eTe/M)^^.

(5) The ion temperature Ti and 0-atom temperature To are assumed to be 0.05 V for gas pressures

ranging fi*om 1mTorr (gas density: 3.3 x10^^ cm'') to 100 mTorr (gas density: 3.3 x10 '̂ cm"').
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Ion particle balance is obtained from the difrusion equation (2.3)

V'n(x,y)+n(x,y)^no^J^esp(^~'''̂ ''̂ ^) =0 (2.3)

where n(x,y) = ni(x,y) = n«(x,y) is the plasma density profile, D. = (Te/Ti)*^UB/no2cri is the ambipolar

difrusion coefricient, nca is the gas density, and Kiz is the ionization rate constant. To investigate the

efrectofthe ionization near the plasma edgeon the plasma density profiles, we incorporate an electron-

neutral particle ionization term (exponential term), where R is the radius of the quartz tubes, ri(x,y) is

the distance from the center of each quartz tube, and Xiz is the electron-neutral particle ionization

length. Inargon dischaiges, the pressure dependence of Xjz isgiven approximately by^^

125
(2.4)

pimTorr)

Since Xiz isproportional to ajz'̂ (ionization cross section) and the maximum 0*12 is proportional to £iz'̂

(Ciz: ionization eneigy)^^ we use the following scaling

^ 12.6
-^<*(0,) —̂u(Ar) ^

U5.76.

The boundary conditions for equation(2.3) are

^"(.x,y)\^=-^n(x,y) (2.6)

(2.7)

where the subscript 'Avails" means the substrate holder metal, side metal, and quartz, and the "plasma"

means the plasma boundary of thecalculation area, as shown inFig. 1.

Partial differential equation (2.3) is solved numerically using the Finite Element Method for

eigenvalue problems. Since ub and Da are functions of Te, we need a value of Te to solve the equation

(2.3). Assuming an initial value of Teo, we solve the equation (2.3) to obtain a solution n(x,y) and

eigenvalue. With given D, and no2, the eigenvalue gives Kiz. We then compare the obtained Kiz with

our initial Kizo which is estimated by substituting the initial Teo into equation (2.1). We iterate our

solution until the Kiz given by the eigenvalue becomes reasonably close to our initial estimate Kizo,

indicating that the plasma parameters are found within the accuracy of the calculation. This procedure

gives numerical values for the electron temperature Tc and plasma density profile n(x,y), depending on
the gas density no2. It should be noted that n(x,y) gives the plasma density profile and does not give

information on the absolute magnitude of the density. The latter is obtained from eneigy balance
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considerations.

Using the electron temperature Te and plasma density profile n(x,y), we solve another difiiision

equation (2.8).

= '̂ K^{L)n{x,y)no^ (2.8)

Equation (2.8)expresses the 0-atom particle balance, where Do is the diflEusion coefficient for O atoms

due to collisions with O2 molecules, no(x,y) is the 0-atom density profile, and is the

dissociation coefficient as defined in (2.2). Thediffusion coefficient Do is

where Mr is the reduced mass and

^0,0, =^0^0^0,^0,0, (2.10)

isthe collision fi'equency for a constant cross-section process. Inserting 1/0.02 into Do yields

~g^0.0, ^0.0, (2.11)

where Xo,o2 = VtUyiC^ojoi is the mean fi'ee path.^^ We take the cross section cro,o2 = 3.0x 10*^^ cm^,
which is smaller than that (cro2.o2 = 5.0x10"^^ cm^) for self-diffusion of O2 molecules due to collisions

with O2 molecules. The boundary conditions forequation (2.8) are

"" y) Imttal" ^mttal ^ y)^0 (2.12)
4

^0-quarti ~ Iquartx~fquartz "̂^^O-quartz (2* 12)

-Do^no{x,y) 0 (2.14)

where vo = (8eTo/'7rMo)''̂ , ymetai is the metal-sur&ce recombination coefficient, and 7quaitz is the
quartz-surface recombination coefficient. We take 7meui = 0.1, suggesting that one out of every ten O

atoms which strike the metal surface will recombine to form O2. We take 7qMrtz = 0.0001 since, for a

sur&ce which is passivated with oxygen, the recombination coefficient is considered to be much

lower.^^

Partial differential equation (Poisson's equation) (2.8) is also solved numerically using the Finite

Element Method. The solution gives the numerical value for the 0-atom density profile no(x,y),

depending on the plasma densityprofile n(x,y) and gas density no2. Wenote that no(x,y) is the 0-atom

density profile and does not give informationon the absolute density.
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We nextconsider the energy balance for oxygen discharges. Thecollisional energy lossper electron-

ion pair created, £c(Te), which is a function of the electron temperature, is an important quantity. In

oxygen gas, £c(Te) can be a &ctorof 2-10 times higher than for a noble gas (e.g. aigon) at the same

electron temperature since it includes additional collisional eneigy losses such as excitation of

vibrational and rotational eneigy and molecular dissociation. In addition to Ec(Te), electrons and ions

carry kinetic eneigy to the walls. ForMaxwellian electrons, the mean kinetic eneigy lost per electron

lostEe is 2Te. Themean kinetic eneigy lostperionlostEi(Te) canbeexpressed as

T T (M \
(215)

^ \^709l j

where mis the electron mass and Mis the ion mass.^^ In oxygen plasmas, we take Ej = 5. IT©. Summing
thethree contributions yields thetotal energy lost perion lost from thesystem;

= E, +E. +£, = E, (T; ) + 27; + 5.it; (2.16)

At pressures for which the ion loss velocity is the Bohm velocity ub, the overall discharge eneigy

balance can be expressed in terms ofEt as

where Pabs is the power absorbed by the plasma, dS is the area element for particle loss, and H is the

ion flux expressed as

r, = -^«V/i(x,3;)^ = n{x,y)^Us = n^{x,y)Ug (2.18)

In our system configuration, equation (2.17)canbe written as

The terms on the right-hand side of(2.19) account for the energy loss at the four quartz tube surfaces,

atthe substrate holder surface, and atthe chamber side surface, shown inFig. 1.

Substituting the solution of equation (2.3) into a set of the equations (2.18) and (2.19) yields the

absolute value ofthe ion flux ateach surface. Similarly, from the equations (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain
the absolute value ofthe 0-atom flux at each surface. The equations (2.12), (2.13), and (2.18) also give
the absolute values ofthe O-atom density at the surface and the ion density at the plasma-sheath edge.

3. Results and discussion

3-1. Plasma density profiles and O-atom density profiles

We first describe how the electron temperature Tc and plasma density profile n(x,y) change
depending on the oxygen gas pressure. Equation (2.3) for ion particle balance is solved with boundary



conditions (2.6) and (2.7) to determine Te and n(x,y). We note that Te isdetermined by particle balance

alone, and is independent ofthe absorbed power.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of electron temperature on gas pressure. As seen in the figure, the

variation of electron temperature is similar to that in the literature, '̂̂ ^ with Te decreasing with
increasingpressure.

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the plasma density profiles for oxygen gas pressures of 1, 5, 20, 50,

and 100 mTorr, respectively. The z axis inthe figures has anarbitrary unit. The density profiles roughly

follow a sinusoid pattern in general, which is typical for a difiusion dominated plasma dischaige. We

see that, as the gas pressure increases, the plasma density profile becomes steeper in the middle and

flatter at the metal surfaces, and the ionization zone is limited to smaller annular regions surrounding

the quartz tubes. Forhigh pressure regime p > 20 mTorr, the mean fi-ee path of the energetic (ionizing)

electrons Xiz(02) is less than the discharge length. Inthis situation, most ofthe ionization isperformed in

the edge regions.

We next describe how the 0-atom density profile no(x,y) changes depending on the oxygen gas

pressure. AA^th the obtained solution n(x,y), equation (2.8) for 0-atom particle balance is solved with

boundary conditions (2.12), (2.13), and(2.14) to determine no(x,y).

Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 show the 0-atomdensity profiles for oxygen gas pressures of 1, 5, 20,

50, and 100 mTorr, respectively. Thez axisin the figures has an arbitrary unit. Since the mean fi*ee path

X0.02 is less than the characteristic size ofthe plasma, gas-phase Oatoms created within the plasma are

transported to the surfaces by difElision. We see that, as the gas pressure increases, the 0-atom density

profile becomes steeper in the middle and flatter at the metal surfaces, which has been also seen for the

plasma density profile. O atoms are not depleted near the quartz tubes since we take 7quaiiz = 0.0001,

indicating that almost all the O atoms entering the quartz surfaces leave the surfaces without sur&ce

recombination. Ifwe took a higher recombination coefficient, O atoms near the quartz tubes would be

depleted through surface recombination to generate O2 molecules.

We have assumed that one out ofevery ten O atoms recombines on the substrate holder wall. In fact,

depending on thewall and substrate materials, there can be even larger recombination on them. '̂̂ ^ To

see the situations, we solve the equation (2.8) using different recombination coefficients for the

substrate holder wall. Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the 0-atom density profiles at the gas pressure of20

mTorr for ysubst-meiai = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, respectively. For a large ywbst-mctai, as expected, O atoms near

the substrate holder are depleted due to the wall recombination.



3-2. Ion and O-atom fluxes at the substrate holder

With the obtained solution n(x,y), equations (2.18) and (2.19) for eneigy balance are solved to

determine the absolute flux of ions incident on the substrate holder (Fi^ubst) and that of O atoms lost to

the substrate holder (Fo^ibst). Wealso considerthe plasma density (nu) and O-atom density (nos) at the

substrate holder wall. The results presented here are at a fixed absorbed power P.bB = 500 W and

recombination coefficient ymdai = 0.1.

Figure 16 shows the flux of ions incident on the substrate holder as a function of the distance from

the center of the chamber. We see that, with increasing pressure, Fi-mibft monotonically decreases and

becomes more non-uniform over the substrate holder. The non-uniformity at high pressures can be

explained by diffusive loss at the wall. In oxygen discharges, as gas pressure increases, Ec greatly

increases with decreasing Te. £t thus increases with increasing pressure, resulting in the decrease in Fi.

subst from equation (2.17).

We next consider how the absorbed power is distributed to the three surface regions (three terms on

the right-hand side ofequation (2.19)), depending on the gas pressure. Figure 17 showsthe dependence

of fractional power distribution on gas pressure. As the gas pressure increases, the power dissipated at

the four quartz walls increases while the powers dissipated at the substrate holder wall and chamber

side wall decrease. This is due to the fact that, with increasingpressure, most ofthe ionization occurs in

the smallerannular regions surrounding the quartz tubes.

Figure 18 shows the flux of O atoms lost to the substrate holder as a function of the distance from

the center of the chamber. With increasing pressure, Fo^ubst greatly increases and becomes more non-

uniform over thesubstrate holder. For Fo^bst, we have a scaling^^

h,=

f ^ \
n.

o.
P

r PC ^O-tubst 17
Lt

where hi is approximately estimated from equation (3.2) '̂

'-"•A
(3.1)

DJ
1 + (3.2)

"b "bKo,

whereC is a constant. Fromequations (3.1) and (3.2),we obtain

== (3-3)

The scaling (3.3) is in reasonable agreement with the ratio obtained from Fig. 18. As has been seen,

with increasing pressure, the flux of ions falls roughly proportional to Et \ whereas that of O atoms
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considerably increases proportional to no2 '̂"/ET.

The ion density atthe substrate holder sheath edge (ni,) isdetermined from (2.18) as

IVsw (3 4)

Figure 19 shows the dependence of iii, on the distance from the center of the chamber. The trend is

similar to thatfor Fj-wbst, with tUa decreasing with increase pressure.

The 0-atom density at thesubstrate holder surface (no») isdetermined from (2.12) as

(3.5)

Figure 20 shows the dependence ofnoi on the distance from the center of the chamber. The behavior is

similar to that for ro.5ubst, with no® increasing with increase pressure. Fractional dissociation of the

neutral feed gas O2 is in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 at 500 W. If the absorbed power were higher, a higher

degree of dissociation would beachieved. Such high dissociation will result in a high concentration of

O atoms which candirectly influence process output parameters such asphotoresist etch rate.

4. Conclusions

From oursimulations, we have found that, with increasing oxygen gas pressure, the plasma density

profile and 0-atom density profile become steeper in the middle and flatter at the metal chamber wall,

and the ionization zone is limited to smaller annular regions surrounding the antenna quartz tubes. The

recombination coefficient ysubst-meiai also influences the 0-atom density profile near the substrate

holder. For the fluxes, we have found that, with increasing pressure, oxygen ion flux incident on the

substrate holder decreases, whereas 0-atom flux lost to it increases. For the power dissipation, we have

found that, with increasing gas pressure, the power dissipated at the quartz walls increases while the

powers dissipated at the substrate holder wall and chamber side wall decrease.

We would like to incorporate the effect on 0-atom density of 0-atom loss at the substrate due to

etchreactions intothis model, andcompare the model withexperimental results for photoresist etch.
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